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Unit 6 Exit Test
Grammar
1 Complete the sentences with the Past simple or Past continuous.
was waiting for the last call when you phoned me.
I ____________
1
2
3
4
5

While we ________________ (queue) in the traffic on the motorway, the aeroplane took off.
Sorry, I was busy on the phone. Whose flight ________________ (you – talk) about?
He was walking through the woods when suddenly he ________________ (hear) a loud noise!
Janet ________________ (pack) her suitcase when she realised it was getting very late!
There was a lot of confusion at the station and I ________________ (take) Bob’s bags
instead of mine!
___ / 5

2 Circle the correct form.
Walk down the path, then go under / through the bridge.
1
2
3
4
5

“Excuse me, could you tell me how to get to the travel agency?” “It’s across / through this road.”
Sally ran in / into the airport but it was too late.
Because of the taxi drivers’ strike I had to walk until / as far as the station with my suitcases!
How far / How long is it to the airport?
“Whose backpacks are these?” “They are our / ours, why?”
___ / 5

Vocabulary
3 Choose the correct option in each sentence.
A .”
“Where did Janet go on holiday?” “ ___
A To the seaside
B In mountains

C To abroad

D At the lake

1 Why are you packing your sandals and swimsuit? We are not going on a ____ !
A shopping trip
B cruise
C river
D mountain
2 The ____ bus was driving through a tunnel when it bumped into a caravan.
A tour package
B fly-drive
C sightseeing tour
D holidays
3 Did you buy the ____ for your uncle, Linda?
A dress
B stockings
C skirt
D shirt
4 “Is this ____ yours, Mike?” “No, Mum. It’s dad’s. It’s the one he wears with his black trousers.”
A shoe
B belt
C suit
D blouse
5 It was rather wet in the mountain resort, so we often had to put on our ____ .
A tights
B raincoats
C sweatshirts
D jackets
___ / 5

Functions
4 Complete the sentences with suitable words.
was walking into the house when the door closed behind her.
Sally ____
1
2
3
4
5

How __________ did it take them to get to the quay?
“ __________ flight was cancelled? Helen’s?” “No, mine!”
I wasn’t __________ my liquids in transparent plastic bags, so the attendant stopped me.
The bus station? Go __________ on, then take the second on your left. You can’t miss it!
I didn’t know how __________ it was, so I walked past his house.
___ / 5
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